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"He that undertaketh the story of a' time, specially of an;

length, cannot.but meet with many blanks and spaces which he

must be forced to fill.up outiof his own wit and conjecture.".

a

Francis B[cpnc,
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1

Anwar Sadat hap almost emanciPatedhimself from the myth of Gamal

Abdul Nasser. The deposing of Molls:Mad Hassanein Heykal, the most power-

fuktjourn.alistic voice in Egypt, in,1974; asserted Sadat's authority
A

over the la'gest publishing center 'in the Middle East. In his attempts,,

to .evolve,the modernization processes begun by many,of his predecessors,

Sadat sees de-Nasseidzation as one of his most crucial steps:

Nasser held the media of Egypt iffan iron grip: .He understood well

the role of media in national development: his famous radio speeches to

the more than eighty percent l illiterate and predominantly rural popula-
*

tion became his axis of control; his "PressOrganization late in Ma,Y of

1960 placed publishers and journalists under the control of the National

Union (later reformed as the. Arab Socialist Uniori). Naser realized the

importance of reaching the-twenty percent of his population that read

,

his elitist press, and the influence he maintained with ten percent' of the

total circulation going outside Egypt to other Ar,,b countries. His fo4ce

was almost total -! his radio .editorials were broadcast on'the evening

they were published; on the following day they were published in French

and English.

This report is a look at the development of the Egyptian press; an

important mirror of the evolution of modern Egypt. The history,of'one

of the'oldest journalistic countries in the Arab world dates from 1789

when Napoleon came to Egy and brought the first printing prep's with

him. One year later he iblished the. first Arabic newspapers' AlAHawadith

al-Yawmiyah (The Daily'EVents). Thib newspaper Ceased publication wheA

the Ottoman Turks excised the French'from Egypt.in 1801 and:teOre was no

newspaper published until the appointmerit of Muhammad,'A2i as gpvernor
i

.
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of Egypt in 188. As part Of a program to m ernivr Egypt and to or-
,

, ganize her aggressions against the Ottoman t.1.11 in Istanbul, Muhammad

`Ali initiated the westernization (or Europeanizati n) of- Egypt. As

part of this modernization Muhammad,'Ali established BU'laq Press,

which printed, among other publications, Al-LW i al -Mis (The Of-
,

ficial Gazette, founded November 20, 1820.. 1
b
The texts pub shed by

!

the 511-64 Press were primarily scientific and technical in na e, while

the newspapers and journals were, purely utilitarian:

It ... while the establishmet of printingin Egypt on

a permanent basip by Muhammad 'Ali was indispensable

?or the revival of Arabic as a literary language in

a very wide modern use, the Pasha's aim in establish-

ing Bulaq Press was severely utilitarian. Remarkabl

responsive as he was to the vistas which modernization'

unfolded before his ;eyes, a printing preps was not for

him a grand cultural gesture, but rather a cooly prac-

tical instf0e4nt for improving his array, the agricul-

ture of his territory, and the usefulness to him of

his subjects, whether Turkish- or Arabic-speaking."
2

yin thepelnitial encounters with Europeanization and Western

though there was little awareness of the philosophical and scientific

fOundations' of Western society dating from the Renaissaixei6nd

Guttenburg. The involvement with Europe was unemotional. Eastern

society (Islam ofEgypt) believed that it contained the "Good" and/.

khought what was needed were external changes and corrections, not

1
Abds1 Meguid Sadik. Ramadan, Evolution de la Legislation ak,

la Presse en, Egypte ("Evolution of press legislation in Egypt") (Cairo:
D. Photiadis and Co., Press, 1935), p.7.

.

2
Richard N, Verdery, "The Publications of the Mai Press

under Muhammad 'Ali of Egypt," Journal of .the American Oriental Society,
XCI (January-March 1971),,p.132. ,
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. Egyptian adii#ation. The consequences of, this view became 'more impor-
.

. .

tart in `the/development of modern literary thought, for this Eastern\ \' .

perspective affected the process of Westernization and foreshadowed

the failure'of efforts at achieving basic reforms. .

It is essential to understand what this literary upheaval meant

. .

to the Egyptian people, Historically, the development of the Arabic

language and cultural tradition provides an excellent metaphor that

Still has its effects on the literati of contemporary Egypt. In the \

1

ancient world each major race contributed Something of its culture to

the congealing nature of man's civilizing, tendencies. The Indo -Euro-

peans developed metals and some Kehnemeits of warfare, the traders of

'the Mediterranean littoral became the first middle-men in hiStory fos7

te'ring sea trade and inland exchange, the-Greeks and RoTans.gave us the

substance of our political systems. The Semitic people, being primarily

nomadic in the days .of their early history, fostered the oral tradition'

and gave us the refinements of language. Through mostof their history. -

they have been on the tOve and it was difficult for them'to Carry much

in the way of trading items nor did they settle long enough to nurture
,

a viable craft other than their language. The Semites became the poets

. -- the carriers of our earliest oral traditions as caw be seen in such z.
'''`.

cognate term& ask troubador, cymbal, tamboura, tambourine add guitar.
. c \

,

--.'s\--
The strength of the Arabic language, as demonstrated by a wealth of

poets and troubadors in pre-Iplamic times, was 'the challenge that fac ed

1phammad in the Seventh century A.D. The faith of the Islamic peoples

has largely survived because of the marvel that was the Qur'an. Muhammad

was an illiterate merchant faced with the power of one of the world's

most highly developed languages and what he gave these peoples in the

6 J
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an has become. the basis of allgrammai7literature and education

fqr-the Muslims.

Political struggle and social reform have gone hand in hand with

educational and cultural-progress inEgypt. The wide gap between col-
.

,

loquial Arabic, the language of the people, and classical Arabic, the

language of religion and education; has created some problems, add to
'2

r
-

a great degree was the catalyst fo/ the Nanda (renaissance) literary ,

movement of twentieth century Egypt, a lovement which broke with two

,

thousand year old traditions of the Ara4ic language:
*

Through the

'press; the Arabic language has been enriched and the Egyptian mind has

been turned to the spirit and culture of the West.
. .

rOm theoutset the press of Egypt was an official press, of the

state. The administrative reforms of Muhammad required?weekly.

reports to be made to the vi4oy by the various departments of the

government. Soon these reports were being published and circulated)

A
among the officials of the state. This was the beginning of the

"Gazette". Id 1824 Muhammad i issued a decree prohibiting the u'se
. , ,

of the BUlgqPress for any publication without hies permission. Prior

to this time there were regulations. that "appeared to solicit the author-

4 ization of4the king", but this decree marked the first official press

control in Egypt.3. The first important change. for the4zette came

through a reorganization of the gstaff in 1826'. This extended the cir-

culation of the paper. to the gulamr- (scholars Of Is1L),- state sbAool

officials, armed forces and those.bervihg abroad including students

*
I am referring here, par

caesura and the movement toward free
the limits Of this paper,'

,3Ramidan, p.3.

to tithe dropping of the

rse; a.discussionmuch beyond
AM

AP
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pursuing higher education in foreig9cduntrie7g; This reorganizatiori

4 had a twofold effect of increasing the strength of the paper through

(circUlation and an improvement in ihe-content and quality of the anti -'

Iles.

Du'ing the reign of Muhammad 'Ali no one,attempted to publish an

independent newspaper or journal. The press at this stage remained an

exclusively state'venture. The nature of the press changed, however,

with the arrival of Khedive Isma'il in'1863.' Isma'il was educated in

5

. Eifope and his desire was to make Cairo a second Paris. His statement, /

"Mon (pays n'est plus del'Afrique. Il fait pertieL.de PEUropel",.char-
.

.

. ..
..

. .

acteries his attitude. An admirer of Europe, heencouraged privately

owned papers and is credited with the rise of the popular press in Egypt.
.

Isma'il's liberal policies attracted many intellectuals from throughout

the Arab world and it was through their attempts to enrich the Arabic

language and!literature that Isma'il was fostering an environment for a'

literary revolution in Arabi° gUage and thought:- Isma'il was striving.

for European acceptance o 'his: policies and the recognition of Egypt .as

ELiropeis equal. Isma'il trieddiver?aperiments in order to gain this

acceptance. 'In 1866, with the creation Of an Assembly of Delegates, he

financed the publicAtion of the first political newspaper, Wadi al-N11

(Valley ctf the Nile), to serve as a mouthpiece for h3 policy. Published

twice a week, Wadi al-Nil defended the Khedive against hiS detractors.

In the educational and cultural. fields the'Khedive.finariced and supported'

the first, Egyptian intellectuals, teachers, scientists and officials

through the publication of, professional academic journals related to

'their activities. Among these were a medical jwurnal, an eduCational,

se.
8

J
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journal and

of _Learning)

° printing' and

tente with Europe can be seen in the extravagant media coverage of the

paper :of tb:6-rmy stAff.4 .JamtiYat al-Ma' araf (SOciety

founded _Irr 1868 to promote culture through writing,

blishing.5 Another example df Isma'il's flair for de-
-

opening of the Suez Canal in 1869.

4

It was in this atmosphere that Al-Ahram,,first'published in

4

Lebanon in 1875 by two,wealthy Lebanese, Salim and Bisharah Taq1a; was

moved the fertile literary soil'of Egypt., Although allowed.

-s.

more freedom than prevpus administrations, he did keep a watchful eye

on publications and suppressed any critical voice. Relatively few pa-
..,

_ Th.

Pers existed before the late 18701.6, but at t s point the number be-
4 i

gan,to increase rapidly. In,1881 the government of Egypt, by virtue

Of several of the Ottoman\pashal' directives, had attained virtUals.

autonomy. Prior to this time the laws) ,---cene77ning the press were pri-

marily the laws, of the pasha. In 1881 Egypt granted, or as Jacque s

Berque phrased it "seized", its firSt constitution detailing the first

m-.
regulations .on press.

. Essentially a publisher,* by the terms of Aiticle 1 of that consti-

tution, had to obtain prior authorization from the Minister of the Inter-

ior beforepublisthg. Legislation ,of the Minister of the Intgrior was

absolute and he could refuse authorization. Egypt, at this time, had

no previous legislation, so any recourse to the Minister's opinions had

no precedence -in law. In addition to prior approvd1 a publisher had .to

post with the ministry the legal address of his publishing house, his

4
P.J. Vatikiotie, The Modern History Of.Egypt (New York:

Fredrick A. traeger4,_pUblishers, 1969j,491-1 9:
1

,

. .

. 5,MuhammadiKhalfali4, "Litqrary Life in. Modern Egypt in its

.

Relttion to the Contemporary:World," The Muslim World, XLIV (1954), p.88.
-

.. i 4
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name and address (le,depSt legal of the French systeM) and prior to
1

r

''' publication `it was necessary tosUbmit
\
examples of what he wished to

-4 . ,or.
\ '\'

publish.
6

Freedom of the press was " loosening enough 'to allow the

' \

growth-Of press system, but 'the governMent of Ismaiil maintained the

hold it felt was-necessary.,

Isma'il's extravagant schemes to Euro ze Egypt led to nation=
fir

a];, bankruptcy and foreign imlerkrention. In e army rose in re-

volt against.Tewfiq Pasha (Ismaiil's successor) kish domination',
f

hut England intervened on behalf of Tewfiq-and st the revolt,

banished its leaders and occupied the country. Tho unsuccessful,

the rd Volt marked toe /beginning of political agitatio in Egypt.. One

consequence of the British occalation was tl emergence of the

press. The party presses were created by-Western educat upper

middle class intelleetuals.,eho, unable to challenge the British min.!.

tarily, began forming political parties using the press as their chief

ty

medium of political agitation.

"One redeeming feature of the Occupation regime was

the freedom of,the press. lc people were left free

to expound their views on various subjects, and to

''. give vent to. their feelings in ,the dally papers, and

periodicals, all published regularly and in abundance

in Arabic. By this means the Government inured it-

self against underground machinations, and: kept it-

self abreast of all views and complaints circulating

in the country."7

The party Press bpgun by Ismaiil as a means ,of'combatting foreign

- .-6
Ramadan, pP:23-24.

. ,

7M. Rifaat Bey, The Awakening of Modern Egypt (London: \,

Longmans, Green and Co., 1947), p235 ,

10
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interfbrence and to forestall European intervention in Egypt was to

eventually turn against his successors.

The Nineteepth century should be marked as the beginning of

Egypt's modern history. At the turn of the Century a lonik period of

intellectual and cultural stagnation that had tiegun,' in -the Sixteentril

centuf. y came t- an end., Early in the .Nineteenth century the religious

leaders of al-'Azhar, the-wolpild's oldest university and the "voice" of

Islam, came,into contact with scholars accompanying the French forces.

As a result Vieirminds were-a-makenedto modern methods in thinking.

The earliest representatives to be sent to Europe and the firstto do

tto

translations from European-fanguages were chosen from amokig these scho-
_

Mars to take part in finding Arabic equivalents to Western scientific

expressions.
8

This broadening of intellectual horizons eventually

gave the writers of the Nineteenth and Twentieth centuries the gi.ound

in which they 'could sow the seeds- for nationalism and Egyptian identity.

5

In the Egptian situation one begins to see certain ideals of the

westernization process: Evacuation of foreign influence, Egypt for the

Egyptians, integrity of the Ottoman Empire (the Empire of Islam), inter-
tO,

nal reforms and foreign alliEnces. Egypt needed an economic andcultu al'.

8

'1
reltival and it was the press of modern Egypt that would provide this

renaissance.

Prominent wviteils now had at their disposal, not only a literary
......

,

. r
outlet, but als-),a. foruth for the expression of their ideas on ,various

subjectspertinent-to Egyptian nationalism. Despite their continued

ltyalty to the Islamic character of the14t-IoMan sultanate-caliphate, these

early journalists and publicis s were helping to lay the foundations of a

8
Khalfall&h, p.871
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stronger Egyptian iqdentity which assisted the local ruling house in its

demands for further separation and greater independence from Turkey.

Furthermore, they were reaking the ground'for the, movement' away from

traditional learning, Writing and social thought. The introduction of

the "editorial" to express, develop and argue a single idea clearly,

briefly and logically was a far'cry from 'the encyclopedic ramblings of

earlier traditional writing. More significant was the fact that these

journalists were introducing the Egyptians to_an articulate means of

criticizing established authority.
to
Bishdrah, one of the founding Tagla

brothers, and one of Al-eAhrlm's earliest editorial "by-line" writers,
Pr

.did much to develop this taste for criticism in the EgyptianiogNilectual:

} His by-lines would continually echo what he referred toa Eastern public

opinion and his policy remained "Egypt for the Egyptians", Egyptian con-
.

trol over their own affairs. This criticism was demonstrated in his attacks

on England's occupational pdliCies, he criticized the British mohopoly'ofa'

. administrative potitions and emphasized the nSeessity'_ofunion with the

Ottoman Turks to' preserve the Islamic territories.9 The sincerity of these

nationalistic efforts are somewhat questionable becaulb of the now, known
e

associationion of Al-eAhrlm with French political efforts in Egypt. British

moves were continually countered with French subsidies to the Cairo daily,

for a favorable press,

It was in the-press that'major reform ideas'were first presented: the

religious reform ideas df Shaykh Muhammad Abduh, the nationalist movements

ofMustafa,Kamil and Sa'ad Zaghlul, and many others. In fact, betweep

1900 and 190, literate Egyptians did not as a matter of course read books,

they read newspapers, magazines and periodicals. Significantly, Egyptians

" Leon Zolondek, "Al-Ahram and Westernization: Socio-Political
'Thought of Bishdrah Taq1d," Die Welt'Des Islams, XII (1969/70, p.182.

12
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were introduced to the rationalism and tism of *European science via

'the pressiwhich, after 1882, was led bath by Egyptians and Syrians. A.

direct consequence of this early journalistic activity was the .appearance

of private publishing companies owned and directed by Egyptian newspaper

publishersand editors, so that the commercial publishing businesd also

had its beginning in ,this period. This blossoming of the press systeMs,

continued to stir up the ideas of nationalism and Egyptian identity in the

'minds of theii- readers. , In 1907, MugtafaAKamil, founded the Nationalist

,Party and used its paper Al,Liwa'.(the Standard), to create a sense Of

pt4n identity. Sa'ad Zaghlul founded Al-Wafd Party (the Delegation).

whop e paper Al- Balagh (the.Message, later known as Al-Misri -- the
.

Egyptian) was used toMobilize the. Egyptians behind such slogans e

independence and cOnstitutionalisth.
10 1

This political agitation found its strongest expression in the 1919:,

popular revolt. The aristocracy sensed the menace of thee growing p s

syslc and orgaiized the Liberal Constitutional Party andtespoused th

own views in the newspaper Al- Siyasah (politics) and in 1922 this party
,

convinced,the British to grant, limited indpendenoe to the Egyptians. The

country became a monarchy with a parliament and Ahmed Fuad (whom Farouq

succeeded in 1937) became its first king. Press freedom was stressed as a.

constitutional provision but it received only lip service. Section two of

article 15 of that constitution stated "the press is free within the law

and no -Censorship would be imP"osed', and that government would not confiscate

newspapers by mere administrative acts", but these provisions proved mean-

. ingless, in that, the same article declared that such measures might be

-,fvc,,k46

10
Adnan Almaney, "Government Control of the Press in the United

'Arab Republic," Journalism Quarterly, IL (Summer 1972)4 p.341.

13
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invoked "in the interests of,the social
*

system".
11

In 1936 a new const-
ASO'

tution was drafted that lifted many piess restrictions: parkiculary,

press criticism of-the king, and the government was deprived of its ,power

to suspend papgrs through administrative acts.' The e remaining clause,

'!the press is free within the law" provided the par in power With the

ability to suppress opposition voices.
12

Theyesterqzation of Egypt was

the time of Farouq in 1937. Indeed,

educated people, the press continued

a part of many Egyptians' lives by

with the increase in the nUbber of

to influence the educatdd toward

the ideals of modernization. As early as 1880, BishRrah argued that it

was not possible to live an isolated Life, in one of his editorials in

6.1-'Ahram, which I quote from here:

"What was,the state of justice fifty year'sprior to the

intrusion of Europe? ... Indeed, it suffices to Europe's
.

credit that it stopped oppression and awakened the mind

to the ben its of consultation .... Furthermore, Europe
1

will not leave after we have caused her, to enter. Even

if wjl waited to do withoul Europe, especially her money,

Europe would force us to seek her help for she has pro-

gressed ahead of us; and furthermore, while we have no

capital, Europe has gathered In her treasury the two
4

factors of political life, natheYy, financial and cultur-

al power. Not only is 'it impossible for the Easterner

to do without Europe, he must realize that his salvation

rests with her, either culturally throu6,her science and

civilization or_ politically by the conbiliqtion of some

Europeansstate."
13

1 lIbid,

12Ramadani
p:234.

13
Zolondek, p.189.

14
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Westernization coninued through the 1930's, asrlaWorld War II, though

. _

by no choice of the Egyptian people, continued to increase their involvement

with the Western world. After the war, Egyptian intellectuals, in their

,search for new political direction, turned to such radical groups as the
..'b

Muslim brotherhoodcand the Communist'party. A lack of serious'reform pro-
.-

,,,,"
\_e %

rams, overcrowding of cities and unemployment, plus the situation that
i

I

occurred in Palestine in 1948prompted a group of middle class army offi-
'-'

cers led by Gamal Abdul Nasse'r to,depose King Faroud on July 23; 1952, estab-

'N

lish a republican regime/and abolish the constitution: The Revolutionary
,fr .

Command Council disso/ved all political parties,and imposed press censorship
ofr

to do away with e criticisth of their takeovel". This press censorship-was.,
N

lifted for a time in 1954, but the press tobk advantage of this freedom and

Nasser reimposed censorship onemonth later with a stern warning to be

either approving of the government's activities or be noncommittal.

Nasser even went beyond censorship-in his dealings with the Press Syndicate.

' The Nplistei. of National Guidance ordered.the syndicate dissolved, charging

that certain memberkad taken bribes from old politicians for fayorable

14
treatment from the press. Other journalists and publishers who .had taken

advantage oK)the lifting of press censorship;.weie handled severely. In-

flicting fines, imprisonment and revocation of licenses was ndt lost on the

journalists that survived. Since thattime few journalists have o enly

criticized the regime or demanded the return of parliamentary rule.

The singular exception to these regulations was Mohamed Hassanein

Heykal. Until his removal from power on February 1,-1974, Heykal was the

most powerful man in Arab journalism.

41
Heykal started small4but with an unusual amount o drive, as his

14Alma:ney, p.342.
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lcohorts later characterized him. His first journal's c experience was as

a copyboy for the Egyptian Gazette in 1942. He climbe ,fast working as a

layout man and apprentice reporter for Rose al-Yussef and Akher Sa'a. The

conflict:over.Palestine was the meaningful turning point in his career. As

a war correspondent for Akher Sa'a, he met-N4ser and formed the friendship

that was so important to his career.

"Nasser needed the help Heykal was ready to extend.

Nasser's Philosophy of the Revolution (1954), a highly
is

personal manifesto, resulted from conversations between

the two men, and it bears the impress of Heykal's style.

The same influence marks the speeches withwhich Nasser

first bored thenelectrified, the Egyptian and Arab

masses."
15

From the revolution onward, Heykal's influence with Nasser grew and

. .

in Augitst 1957, Nasser made him editor-in-chief of Al-gAhram. Withthe

nationalization of the newspaper. Heykal took over the national press

department. In 1965, he was named member of the secretariat of Egypt's

sole party, the AAA Sucialist.Union16

The government reinstated the Press Syndicate in 1955 with the objec-

ilve of increasingthe efficiency of the press, prompting the cooperation

of its members and raising the4oral andmaterial standards but this re-:

vival of the Syndicate was a controlling factor, not a liberalizing one.

Nasser decreed that ho Egyptian would be permitted to practice journali.sm

1.14i1 he had joined the Press Syndicate ... the press continued to function

under rigid censorship.

r'

15
Desmond Stewart, "Letter from Cairo: The Rise and Fall of

Muhammad Heikal," Encounter, XLII (June, 1974), p.89.

16
Fiches du Monde Arabe (Arab World File),'Tiographies-Egypt:

"Mohamed Hassanein Heykal," Number 228 (March 12, 1975).
A ,
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,Several proposals were,macie between 1955 and 1960, but none of

them were instituted because of the Party's fears Of international

opinion and local or regional reactions. Instead, during this time, the

government'began publishing their own newspapers: Al-Sha'ab (the Pe97
A

ple) and A1- Guiphouriyah (the Republic)and Al -Misa' (the Evening).
A

Nasser disdovered the waste of energy in/this way of handling things

and in May of 1960, he issued a decree'ationalizing the press, pro-

.

bably the most severe governmental act or his regime, as several of

the major publishing houses were put under the c ntrol of the Nation-
I ,.

.

al Union. 'Owners who were put out of business were compensated for

their properties and editors were assured of their jobs, but in the

future, any Egyptian who wanted work as a journalist 'had to obtain
. ,

authOriiation framthe National Union.

At first,.prese nationalization brought little change in the

structure of the Egyptian press, but the instaila4on of 'a number of.

Marxists and Socialists, in 1964, as managers and editors balanced the

moderate and conservative positions of the press. This coincided with

Nasser's proclamation that Egypt was A "socialist, democratic, and

cooperative" country'. ANO socialism ,came about' in thip way and writers

began.to explain to the Egyptians the compatibility of socialism, Islam

and Arab Nationalism. Socialism was depicted as a revival of the great

Islamic past -- and thet,tthe prophet Muhammad was the first socialist.

Due to the repetition ocsuch themes as Arab socialism, Arab unity,.

revolutionary, spirit, imperialism; due to ,an absehce of airy criticism

of Nasser or his regime, the press lacked the courage for serious cri-

ticism. The only "licensed" critic was Mohamed flassanein HeyUAl, edi-.

for at this time of Al-lAhram and confidant of Nabser. With Nasser's
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rise to power, ir relationship became closer. When the press was
.

.nationalisedhe took over as director of the national press department,

while remaining editor of Al-'Ahram.'

\-41eykal published,a long editorial column every Friday (the Moslem
JA-

day of congregation and the equivalent of a Sunday edition) called

Frankly'Speaking (Bi Saraha) which reflected the thoughtb of the admin-

istration and soon gained the international reputation as the voice of

the party and its policies. But it was the vocalization of Heykal's

personal ideals for'Egypt that was his eventual undoing.

t

Heykal always maintained his intellectual ix/dependence and opposed

his friend Nasser an a number of issues. It was the continuance of

4-61is criticism under Anwar Sadat, who took the reigns of government With

Nasser's, death in September 1970, that created the hostility between
A

Heykal and Sadat. Heykal continued to criticize Sadat's policies at

home and abroad: his expulsion of the Soiriets in 1972, his dealings

with the United States over the Arab-Israeli crisis; and Heykal became

quite vocal'regarding Arab regimes and their handling of therwar. It

was expressed by some/of his press cohorts that Heykal was attempting

to define the foundation of his own regime and that he had taken cer7
/

ten points too far. In February 1974, Sadat,agreed and "the voice of

Al-'Ahram" was no longer speaking for the.government.
, The. fact that

A

Sadat could remove such a powerful man as Heykal and maintain, the public

support was an excellent example of his popularity with the people --

due to a great extent to the October War. Also in February 1974,,Sadat

ended.,the press censorship begun under Abdul' Nasser. With the excep-
i
1

,

x

tion,of military matters -- critical to a state'in constant readiness

for war --'Sadat lifted the restrictions on the Egyptian press. Foreign
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correspondents in Cairo were relieved of the duty of submitting their

reports, except on military matters, for censorship. In many ways

Sadat is 'continuing to looben the bonds imposed by Nasser%s regime in

an attempt to liberalize and to continue to modernize Egypt.

Anwar Sadat has inherited quite a legacy from Abdul Nasser. The

politics of internal reform geared to instilling the1masses,with a,

keener political and social cOnsciousness are continuing, but with the

continued crisis,of the Arab-Israeli.conflict forcing Sadat into a more

worldly peespective in his political dealings. Nasser bequeathed a

formidable press heritage, but the ali clear for a total de-Nasserization

came when Sadat deposed Hassanein Heykal. Heykal was the\last pillar

vof the Nasser regime and because of their friendship remained as the

t
guardian of Nasserism.

Anwar Sadat is dealing with the largest and, Most organized media

'system in the Arab'wprld.4.441.,of the important newspapers and magazines

are nbw owned by the government, although the four big publishing holfas

of al-gAhram, Dar al-Hilal, Dar Akhbar al-Yom, and Dar al-Gomhouriya,

operate as separate, - entities and compete with each other commercially.

,Sadat's decision to lift the restrictions on the press is a signal of his

intention, and ability,to continue theirmodernija-jion'of Egypt, and to in-

crease the rapprochement between Egypt and the West.

There are certain obstacles in East-West communication that must be

overcolp e for Sadat to develop his country's outward mobility. The West-

erper's ignorance of the Middle East,',increased superficiality of report -'

ing stemming from technological improvements, political and social factort

that cause government leaders to block the Crucial infcrthation flow; all

of these ould severely impede Egypt's growth. The most crucial factor

19
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to Egypt' s press system is for them to recognize the existence of world-

wide, instant,omMdnic ion and that their audience is now the world 7-
.

their information source is now the world. The ethnocentricism of Egypt's

press system must be ex anged for the world perspective Sadat,is seeking.

The press freedom ofkEgl., was lost to a nationalist military revolution:

Sadat seems to be trying change the situation, but there--is a paradox.

t'

O
in his lifting press restrictions while removing his most vocal critic.,

But it should be remembered, Anwar Sadat was the editor of Al-Gumhouriv.4._

hefore Nasser brought him into politics; perhaps a more tolerant view of

press freedom couldlead to the level of modernity, the much-needed na-

tional stability, that Sadat is seeking.

20
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